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Eyes On Fire
Blue Foundation

Okay, so I was trying to learn this song for a long time and the other tab didn
t 
seem right to me. I started messing around with a few chords and found that it
was 
extremely simple you just have to figure out the strumming. Just play around
with 
it and you ll figure it out. If there are any corrections please make them in
the 
comment box or email me at: rawkin_hard_to_mcr_84@yahoo.com

Standard Tuning

[Intro] - Em G C x2 (for the ah ah ah part play that two more times) 

[Verse]
    Em        G
I ll seek you out,
 C
Flay you alive
Em           G                  C
  One more word and you won t survive
     Em      G            C
And I m not scared of your stolen power
Em             G               C
  I see right through you any hour

[Chorus]
        Em           G(hold)    
 I won t soothe your pain
        Em        C(hold
I won t ease your strain
          Em          G     C(make sure you strum up changing from G to C)
You ll be waiting in vain
        Em         G      C  (make sure you strum up changing from G to C)
I got nothing for you to gain

[Verse]
     Em        G
I m taking it slow
 C
Feeding my flame
Em              G              C
  Shuffling the cards of your game



Em           G
And just in time
C
In the right place
Em            G           C
  Suddenly I will play my ace

[Chorus]
       Em           G(hold)    
 I won t soothe your pain
        Em        C(hold
I won t ease your strain
          Em          G     C(make sure you strum up changing from G to C)
You ll be waiting in vain
        Em         G      C (make sure you strum up changing from G to C)
I got nothing for you to gain

[Verse]
Em       G
Eyes on fire
C
Your spine is ablaze
Em           G           C
 Felling any foe with my gaze
Em        G             C
 Steadily emerging with grace

Em          G
And just in time
C
In the right place
Em        G             C
 Steadily emerging with grace

Em           G           C
 Felling any foe with my gaze
Em        G             C     (in between each line for the outro is     
 Steadily emerging with grace  the ahahah part just play Em G C once)
Em           G           C
 Felling any foe with my gaze
Em        G             C
 Steadily emerging with grace


